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DIMENSIONING
I need to measure: 

Boxes    Polybags    Tubes    Envelopes    Unpackaged items    Other:___________________________________

I will measure items in the following range (pick one):
 2 x 2 in to 40 x 24 in (L x W) up to 24 inches tall 
 2.5 x 2.5 in to 48 x 32 in (L x W) up to 28 inches tall
 8 x 8 in to 48 x 32 in (L x W) up to 32 inches tall
*See specifications for more details.  For pallet/freight dimensioners please fill out iDimension Pallet/Freight Series Questionnaire

I have items that are less than 2.5 inches tall:    yes    no

I need a picture of the item:    yes    no
Image quality:    high resolution    640x480

I require type approval:    NTEP    MID    OIML    NMI (AUS)
Country of deployment: ________________________

MOUNTING OPTIONS
The dimensioner will be placed:
 On top of a desk, table [need picture]
 Over a conveyor [need picture]

 I need a cart

iDimension Parcel Series Questionnaire 

Company _______________________________________________ Contact __________________________________________

Address 1 _______________________________________________ Address 2 ________________________________________

City ____________________________________________________State/Zip _________________________________________

Country _______________________________ Email _____________________________ Phone _________________________

Prepared by ___________________________ Email _____________________________ Phone _________________________

Quote Type      Budgetary    Firm

Existing Customer:    Yes    No    RLWS customer #_____________

WEIGHING
 I don’t need to weigh items
 I have a compatible scale

Supported protocols/scales: USB HID, Pennsylvania 7300, Mettler Toledo, MT-SICS, NCI, A&D FG
Scale make/model: ____________________________________________________________________

 I need a scale
Lightest item: ___________ (lb or kg)
Heaviest item: ___________ (lb or kg)
Platter Type:    Flat top      Roller top      Ball top
Platter Size:    14x12 inch      18x18 inch      20x20 inch      24x24 inch
Other weighing requirements: ________________________
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iDimension Parcel Series Questionnaire

DIMENSIONER EXPERIENCE
Other dimensioners in-use or previously used:
 iDimension    Other: ________________________________

USER APPLICATION
 I need the data transferred to my user application
 I will type the weight/dimensions
 I want to press a hotkey to transfer data to my application
 I will have my application modified to transfer the data using the provided API

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Handheld barcode scanner:
 I don't need one
 I have my own
 Include in quote
 wireless    wired

Label printer:
 I don't need one
 I have my own
 Include in quote

USB HUB
 I don't need one
 I have my own
 Include in quote

Additional Information
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DATA STORAGE
 I need the data stored on a PC

PC:  I have my own  include in quote
 I need the data stored on a server:

My server is:  FTP    network share (SMB)
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